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showcasing warmth and an authentic provincial aesthetic, this kitchen is an example of the exceptional results better 
bathrooms & kitchens achieves by balancing the requirements for both living and entertaining.

the focal point of the kitchen is the stunning chimney mantle, which discreetly houses the schweigen rangehood and 
frames the freestanding Falcon oven. the ‘mocha’ tiled splashback features a diagonal inset and accentuates the 
chimney and complements the home’s traditional character. 

the cabinetry doors and panels are made from solid ash timber and feature an antique ivory painted finish, which 
beautifully offsets the natural timber finishes prevalent throughout the kitchen. each cupboard is also equipped with 
state-of-the-art blum tandembox internal hardware.

soft green walls, intricate cornicing and woven bamboo 14mm floating floor boards further enhance the kitchen’s 
classic look, while the island bench has been designed for food preparation and presentation, with the added benefit 
of accompanying storage. 
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since its establishment in 1999, better bathrooms & kitchens’ aim has been to provide the Victorian market with top-
quality bespoke kitchens, never compromising on materials or craftsmanship.

the company is experienced in all styles, from timeless period designs to the ultra-modern, offering the latest in 
european design and materials. the better bathrooms & kitchens team takes into consideration all of the aspects of 
truly unique, high-quality kitchen furniture, designing your dream kitchen around your needs.

better bathrooms & kitchens has been recognised for its exceptional work, receiving many accolades over the 
years, including being a recent winner, runner-up and finalist at the housing industry association (hia) awards for 
Victorian kitchens and bathrooms, as well as the 2013 national kitchen and bathroom designers institute of australia  
(kbdi) awards.

contact
Better Bathrooms & Kitchens
235-237 Union road
ascot Vale
tel: (03) 9370 7288
email: info@justbetter.com.au
Website: www.justbetter.com.au


